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Overview

This product sheet introduces an AI-powered data tool for
smart decision-making process in the stock market. Our research
team have developed a model for market inefficiency exploitation
(researchers call it no-arbitrage condition violation). Stock portfolio
can be designed with the tool to ’beat the market’. The Stock-Picking
Model for stock ranking is based on expected risk-adjusted returns.
The model focuses on a representative universe of US stocks DJIA,
SP100, SP500 and Russel 2000 with investment horizons ranging
1-week, 1-month, 3-moths and 6-months.

Predictor Types

Firm-Specific:
The model uses firm-specific and macro predictors. The statistical
firm-specific variables include momentum, statistical moments, trad-
ing volumes, technical analysis indicators, dividend payout yield,
standardised unexplained volume (SUV) and autoregressive factors.
Fundamental firm-specific variables include financial ratios, market
capitalisation, dividend yield and others.
Macro predictors:
Yahoo indices, stock indices returns, realised volatility, bond indices
data, financial activity measures, commercial banking indicators,
monetary data, employment data, national income, international
trade and others.

Method

The goal is to develop a model to estimate the following value:
yi,t = rt,i − µr,t,

where:

µr,t = 1
N

N∑
i=1

rt,i

There are nine submodels, all of them are estimated on the cross-
sectional dataset of NxT size and tested with: ridge linear regression,
elastic-net linear regression, feed-forward neural network with con-
tinuous targets, elastic-net logistic regression, feed-forward neural
network with binary targets.

Use Case

The user can collect long & short portfolio, equal-weighted from 20
undervalued and 20 overvalued stocks and the investment horizon is
1-month. It means the user will both buy and sell stocks picked by
the model.

Use Case - Inputs

The model provides following chart with mispriced stocks.

The user will place properly set-up orders in his/her trading platform
in order to assemble the portfolio. The next steps are managed by
user’s broker.

Results

The following charts show the above-compiled portfolio performance.

The compound annual growth rate is 17.69 % while the maximum
drawdown is -13.72 % during the 2008 - 2020 period. The selection
and testing is full-sample so there is no overfitting in the model.

Conclusions

The results show excessive rate of return in comparison to the bench-
marks (stock indices DJIA, SP500). The model is reinforcing with
Bayesian procedure (Dynamic Bayesian Selection of Factors) to iden-
tify valid factors (with positive expected returns).
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